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Herr Nilsen 

"Classic Jazz Haunt"

There is one of these in every major city and happily also one in Oslo: a

place that looks like jazz, feels like jazz, smells like jazz and definitely

sounds like jazz. Herr Nilsen is a small and intimate jazz café with regular

concerts scheduled in the week. Drinks are reasonably priced and the

staff is always friendly. Light snack food is available. This is the kind of

place where you can sit back and relax.

 +47 2233 5405  www.herrnilsen.no/  kjetil@herrnilsen.no  CJ Hambros plass 5, Oslo

Stravinsky 

"Classic Disco"

Stravinsky is a large and popular disco club designed for dancing. It is not

too far from the main street and, thus, is easy to find. Beer and most

spirits are served. 80s music is the primary focus of the club, but classic

pop and more modern music are played occasionally as well. Trendy

people who want a bit of conversation and a lot of dancing and mingling

will feel at home here. The minimum age of admission is 20, which

ensures a more mature atmosphere than many other discos. The

admission fees are not prohibitive, so this is a rather popular place to

spend at least part of the evening.

 +47 40005099  www.stravinsky.no/  post@stravinsky.no  Rosenkrantz' Gate 17, Oslo

 by Marco Arment   

Jaeger 

"Musical Nights"

Jaeger is a nightclub, bar and cafe, all in one! Established in 2011, this

quiet little bar and eatery by day, transforms into a vibrant party scene by

night. The nights at this place are brought alive by local and

internationally renowned DJs. House, techno, club are some of the many

genres churned out by them. Some nights live performers take the stage

and charge the atmosphere with their melodies. Jaeger also rents out its

space to host private events. Celebrate your occasion and after that visit

the nightclub for an enthralling night!

 jaegeroslo.no/  info@jaegeroslo.no  Grensen 9, Oslo

 by Knight Foundation   

Rhythm Club 

"Ensconsed in Beats"

Rhythm Club located in the heart of the city, is one of Oslo's largest club

following a Caribbean theme. The music played here is mainly reggae,

African, Jamaican and socawhich blends in urban melodies. Nights that

are not livened by live concerts, DJs add the funk to this place. Check the

website for further details, as the club opens its doors in the week to host

various enthralling events. Your weekend nights at Rhythm Club are sure

to get heated up.
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